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INTRODUCTION

Why I wrote this companion guide to Paranormal Texas

While researching haunted sites for Paranormal Texas, I found it impossible to keep track of all the ghost hunting teams in the Dallas – Fort Worth region. My quest for a concise list of active paranormal groups in north Texas left me empty-handed. I kept finding dead ends, abandoned websites, and ghost hunting groups that no longer existed. Plus, acronyms like NTPI, NPTRT, NPTP, and TPI made it downright confusing.

I originally planned to include the North Texas Paranormal Resource Guide as a section of the book Paranormal Texas. However, with more and more ghost hunting teams, haunted history tours, and paranormal expos springing up, it made sense to create a separate resource, one that can be updated periodically.
Listings are NOT Endorsements

While I have taken some of the haunted history tours and personally dealt with a few of the paranormal groups mentioned here, I want to stress that these listings do not represent a personal endorsement by me.

When it comes to paranormal investigations, there are many different approaches. Some ghost hunting teams rely heavily on scientific instruments to gather data. Others are more informal. Take time to choose a team that fits your particular needs and expectations.

The same goes for haunted history tours. Some are led by history buffs who thoroughly research their topic. Others are more fun than factual.

Please be aware that the descriptions for each group were not written by me. They are, instead, brief excerpts from each group’s website. This allows you to get a feel for that particular paranormal team or haunted history tour before you contact them.

The North Texas Paranormal Resource Guide is divided into two sections. Part One is an alphabetical listing of north Texas ghost hunting teams. Each listing includes the name of the group, the year it was founded, its email, and a brief excerpt from the team's website. Part Two lists haunted history tours, and is alphabetically arranged by city.
Did I miss anything?

My goal for the *North Texas Paranormal Resource Guide* is to provide helpful information and save you time. While I have done my best to include every ghost hunting team and haunted history tour currently available in north Texas, I probably missed a few.

If you know of any groups, tours or other goodies (such as paranormal expos and meet-ups) that should be added, please send an email to tuisnider@gmail.com with the subject "Paranormal Resource Guide," and I will include that info in the next edition.

In the meantime, happy ghost hunting!

~ Tui Snider, September 1, 2014

PART ONE –
Ghost Hunting Groups in North Texas
24 Hour Paranormal

**Location:** Dallas – Fort Worth, Texas  
**Founded:** 2013  
**Email:** contact@24hourparanormal.com  
**Website:** http://www.24hourparanormal.com/

**In their words:** "Have you ever experienced a touch of the paranormal? From ghosts to things that can’t be explained and have left you unsettled...

A recent study has been conducted and the result was that 98% of these experiences can be explained… Yet, what accounts for the remaining 2%? There are still mysteries that are not yet solved...We are here to find the truth and help those who need answers to unexplained events happening around them."
ASUP:
Association of the Study of Unexplained Phenomenon

Location: Rockwall, Texas
Founded: 1973
Email: None listed, but website has a contact form.
Website: http://www.asupinc.org/

In their words: "A 501 (c) (3), Non-Profit, tax exempt Paranormal Research and Educational Corporation with its headquarters in Rockwall, Texas.

Our mission is to research and study all paranormal phenomenon in the pursuit of possible proof of individual survival of human personality after death and to help support the efforts of similar organizations to that end and to educate the public as to those findings.

Our founder, Rick Moran started this organization over 38 years ago. ASUP, Inc. starting with cases that include Amityville and Mothman and now covering about 30 cases a year. ASUP, Inc. is an official TAPS Family Member."
Beck’s Everyday Ghost Hunters

Location: Lake Dallas, Texas

Founded: 2012

Email: becksghosthunters@yahoo.com

Website: http://www.becksghosthunters.com/

In their words: "About me.....I lost my grandfather when I was 17. I had a VERY difficult time getting over it. I just needed to know that I could still communicate with him. I loved him so much I didn't think I could live without him. I read everything I could get my hands on that had to do with the "afterlife" and that started it all...the love of Ghost Hunting and the Paranormal.

I am now a Certified Paranormal Investigator and have my own Paranormal Group. I have been researching the paranormal for over 30 years!! It is my way of staying in touch with my grandfather.

Being a Ghost Hunter is not always as exciting as it seems on TV. Many nights I have sat in the dark and not a thing happened. BUT it is those times you DO get that one voice, that one unexplainable picture or have an experience that sends chills down your back that makes it sooo worth it
all!!! My purpose is not to make people believe in ghosts but maybe to open their minds just a little bit... I LOVE this crazy thing called Ghost Hunting. It is as much a part of me as breathing. I am just a girl that refuses to accept we can't still contact our loved ones after they die. My grandfather won't let me."
CPI: Credible Paranormal Investigators

Location: Dallas – Fort Worth, Texas

Founded:

Email: credibleparanormal@yahoo.com

Website: http://www.credibleparanormal.com/

In their words: “So what gives us the right to call ourselves "credible" over all of the other "hunters" that are in operation today? The answer is simple. The mainstream paranormal community is largely focused on proving the existence of ghosts over all other types of paranormal subject matter. This mission is one-sided, unprofessional, and unrealistic.

Instead, we concentrate on proving whether the phenomena attributed to them exists or not. This quality gives us the right to call ourselves "credible"

That being said, we at Credible Paranormal believe that strange things do exist in our world, and our mission is to provide evidence of such in a manner that benefits the client, as well as earns us a level of respect from the mainstream scientific community.
We strive to identify paranormal phenomena without assigning them to any cause beyond our personal scientific understanding. That will be the job of the greater minds with bigger budgets than we have. But we can provide justification for the pursuit. That is the mission of Credible Paranormal.”
DAPS:
Dallas Area Paranormal Society

Location: Dallas, Texas
Founded: 2001
Email: Tonya.daps@gmail.com
Website: http://dallasghost.org/

In their words: “DAPS is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to the scientific study and data collection of the paranormal. Our mission is to, first and foremost, assist and educate clients who are experiencing paranormal phenomenon by providing rational explanations or validation by means of hard data about the occurrences. We also strive to further the field of paranormal research by validating phenomenon through the use of data collection by use of photography, audio, video, as well as other acceptable methods in the field.

DAPS consists of a group of open minded professionals who are not amateurs, beginners or thrill seekers, and who have experienced varying degrees of paranormal activity in their lives. We do not allow untrained
personnel in the field unless they are accompanied by a seasoned and experienced Investigator.

All clients and data collected are confidential and are not shared with any other group or media outlet unless given permission by the client. DAPS holds client confidentiality in the highest regard and takes the protection of privacy very seriously.

DAPS does not limit the investigations we do to the Dallas metroplex. We have traveled as far south as San Antonio and have gone as far north as the Red River area. We go where we are needed most as where we feel is a priority location. We also do not strictly investigate private residences. We investigate homes, apartments, businesses and historical sites.

DAPS does not charge for investigations. We are a not-for-profit organization so any donations are appreciated but not required. We are only a phone call away for those in need.”
DarkHour Paranormal Society

Location: Corsicana, Texas

Founded:

Email: darkhourps@gmail.com

Website: http://darkhourparanormal.webs.com/

In their words: “DarkHour is a group of talented professional likeminded individuals that have set out to research and learn about the paranormal together to assist our community. Our sole purpose is to use scientific tools & data to prove or disprove paranormal phenomena in a professional manner. We rely heavily on facts, historical data, and evidence to draw our conclusions. Geographical elements are also researched around the alleged area of activity.

Please, if you think you are having paranormal activity, and/or feel you may have caught something as paranormal evidence, don't hesitate to give us a call or write us a message. D.P.S. respects and appreciates all of our client’s inquiries. We will do everything in our power to get to the bottom of your concerns, frustrations, fears, and questions.
You should never feel ashamed or embarrassed to question strange behavior or activity in your home and/or business. DarkHour Paranormal Society is here to help in any way we can.”
FEAR Paranormal Society

Location: Dallas, Texas

Founded: 2012

Email: fearparanormal@yahoo.com

Website: http://fearparanormal.wix.com/fear-1

In their words: "FEAR (For Everything A Reason) Paranormal Society provides a comprehensive approach to paranormal investigations using historical research through witness interviews and the latest audio, video and photographic technology.

Our investigators seek to understand the nature of the reported paranormal activity as well as the causes. Our mission is to gather evidence whether that evidence points to a natural or paranormal cause. Our only purpose is to find the TRUTH! Our services are always free of charge."
Grayson Paranormal Society

Location: Sherman, Texas

Founded:

Email: Amanda@GraysonParanormalSociety.com

Website: http://www.GraysonParanormalSociety.com

In their words: “The Founders of G.P.S., Amanda and Jack, were trained by a lady who has been in the Paranormal Field for over 14 years.

We understand that you are a person and not just another case to be dealt with. We handle every person who comes to us looking for help with great care, and great respect. All of the services we offer are 100% free of charge to everyone!

What Makes Us Different...Grayson Paranormal Society (G.P.S.) handles every investigation differently. Every time we schedule an investigation, we plan how we handle it with great care, and respect. We are a non-profit team, which means we do not make money on anything that we do. We will not overwhelm you with overly fancy equipment, and 'know it all' terms. We, as a team, love helping others. Combined, we have over 20 years of
experience with dealing with spirits of different types. We will do everything we can to help anyone who comes to us!

Want To Observe?

If you're into the Paranormal, but do not have the time to join a team full time, do not have a team in your area, or you're just curious about how a team does an investigation, our observer program could be right for you. All you need to do is fill out a simple form, and agree to all the rules of the group, which will be discussed when you fill out your form. So request one via our contact form on our contact page!

Want To Team Together?

We as a group are big believers in teaming with other Paranormal Teams. After all, we are all doing what we do for the same reason: To prove the existence of the Paranormal. So, if you're in a Paranormal Investigation team, and would like to work together on some investigations, please let us know!”
Haunted Texas Paranormal Society

Location: Cleburne, Texas
Founded: 2010
Email: info@hauntedtexasparanormalsociety.com
Website: http://www.hauntedtexasparanormalsociety.com/

In their words: “Haunted Texas Paranormal is a paranormal investigative team based out of the Dallas/Fort Worth Area and covers the entire state of Texas. We have been featured in newspaper articles, The Biography Channel’s “My Ghost Story” and on the news. We are also official members of the Ghost Adventures Crew.

We do both private and commercial investigations and we NEVER charge for our services. We do accept donations. We also host events occasionally for the general public to come out and join us.

We have recently started a meetup group as well. This group is open to anyone who has an interest in the paranormal. No experience is required..”
Heaven and Hell Paranormal Investigators

**Location:** Fort Worth, Texas

**Founded:** 2012

**Email:** rlchadwick@sbcglobal.net

**Website:** http://heavenandhellparanormalinvestigators.com/

**In their words:** “Heaven & Hell Paranormal Investigators, based out of Fort Worth, Texas, is one of the area’s premier paranormal research teams. Our first and foremost goal is to help those who are experiencing paranormal events and either validate occurrences with credible, reproducible evidence or dismiss them with logical or rational explanations. Using cutting-edge science technology and the latest in paranormal equipment, our team of professionals strive to educate those experiencing paranormal phenomena and let them know they are not alone.

Our team believes in the most vital assets of being an investigator: reliability, integrity, efficiency, and to simply help people. Our team members are experienced, friendly, and caring in these delicate situations and treat each client and investigation with care, respect, professionalism,
understanding, and courtesy. We understand that the paranormal is something not easily explained which is why our phones are open 24/7 should you need help or comfort. We understand the uncertainty and sense of fear that comes along with these phenomena and are here to help in every possibly way we can.

Heaven & Hell Paranormal Investigators is a NON-PROFIT organization and though we DO NOT charge for our services, we accept any donations offered.

All data collected during investigations is strictly confidential between Heaven & Hell Paranormal Investigators and our client(s) and will not be released without the client's consent. All audio, video, photography, and data are considered property of Heaven & Hell Paranormal Investigators and will remain confidential unless consent is given for release.”
NTPI:

North Texas Paranormal Investigations

Location: Plano, Texas

Founded:

Email: Not listed, but there’s a contact form on the website.

Website: http://www.northtexasparanormal.com/

In their words: NTPI has been conducting paranormal research for over ten years in the DFW area. We are skeptics. We look for any and all logical explanations for activity before considering the paranormal. We use scientific equipment to help us locate and document paranormal activity. We also are believers. We have all had personal experiences that we truly believe to be paranormal, and we keep an open mind on all investigations. All investigations are done free of charge.

We typically conduct investigations on Friday or Saturday nights; in emergency situations we can respond within 48 hours.
We will travel almost anywhere! If for some reason we can't make it to your location, we may refer you to a paranormal group in your area.

Duration: 2 to 6 hours
Set Up time: about 30 minutes
Team members: 3 to 5 depending on size of location
Evidence review time: about 1 week
What we’ll need from you: a ‘tour’ of the active areas and a brief description of your experiences.

We investigate at night with the lights out – not to be creepy – so we can use our infrared video and still cameras to capture evidence.

We may need to turn off your A/C or heat to cut down on noise for EVP sessions.

We prefer to investigate with as few people present as possible; this is to create a controlled environment to avoid contaminating evidence. Certain cases may require affected family members to be present, but generally we prefer an empty location.

PLEASE NOTE: We always want one member of a household or business to be present somewhere at the location with us for your and our peace of mind.”
NPTRT:

North Texas Paranormal Research Team

Location: Fort Worth, Texas
Founded: 2006
Email: inquiries@ntprt.org
Website: http://www.ntprt.org/

In their words: “The North Texas Paranormal Research Team (NTPRT) was founded May 2006. We are a non-profit, non-religious, answer seeking ghost hunter / paranormal investigative group based out of Fort Worth, Texas. Our team is composed of various-aged individuals who have both different views and beliefs regarding the paranormal world. We are not here to compete with or outdo any other groups! Our organization is here strictly for our own personal desires to explore the phenomena known as paranormal research and ghost hunting. We believe knowledge is power, that is what this web site was designed for - to bring you, the visitor, unbiased, raw proof of the existence of the paranormal.”
NTPT:
North Texas Paranormal Trackers

Location: North Texas
Founded: 2010
Email: susani74@aol.com
Website: http://www.northtxparanormaltrackers.com/

In their words: North Tx. Paranormal Trackers, "N.T.P.T." was founded by Susan Dunlap-Irvin in 2010. After studying and investigating the paranormal field for 20 yrs. she wanted to build her own team that would go out to historical sites that had never been investigated before, popular sites known for paranormal activity as well as private residential investigations.

She has mediumship skills that allow her to communicate with the spirits and help them if needed. She brought on Leslie Alford as her lead investigator/medium. Leslie's passion for the paranormal has been with her since she was a young child. Leslie has constantly questioned and has educated herself about the paranormal and brings her mediumship skills to the team.

That is what they are now doing. They are receiving requests for investigations in the surrounding Dallas-Ft.
Worth area as well as smaller towns such as Ennis, Weatherford and Mineral Wells just to name a few. They know no limit, where there is a request there will be an investigation.

Before an investigation, extensive research is done and during the process they learn the history of not only the location but the town as well in which they are investigating which opens up other doors for more investigations in places that have never been investigated before but have been experiencing paranormal activity for years and now is their opportunity to have their story told.

We believe in "unity within the community" which in the paranormal field means we are all reaching for the same goals.

One thing we have always done is respect the client's wishes when it comes to investigations. We always reveal our evidence to the client first. If there is something they do not want released we respect that request and keep it on their private file. If there is anything else you would like to know please contact us.
RIP:
Research & Investigation of the Paranormal

Location: Granbury, Texas
Founded: 2008
Email: tx_rip_2008@yahoo.com
Website: http://www.spiritresearchteam.org/

In their words: “Founded in 2008; we are a paranormal group trying to gain a better understanding of paranormal activity, utilizing scientific methodology, and provide tangible/logical explanations to "unexplained" activity whenever possible. There is never a charge for any paranormal investigation.

We keep our client's identities confidential and do not seek profit from any evidence gathered. Evidence gathered by utilizing various modes of equipment is revealed to the client after thorough analysis, with a client copy of evidence also provided at no charge. Only non-identifiable clips of evidence will be posted to our team's Facebook or website. This is ONLY done to further the understanding of the existence of the paranormal and will NEVER compromise
the identities of our clients. R.I.P. promotes public awareness and preservation of historical sites.

We work with the community to help understand how paranormal investigations are conducted, in effort to promote the professional image of paranormal investigations.

Our founder is a retired US Army first sergeant with 26 years of military service. He and co-founder have been conducting paranormal investigations since 2006, forming their own team in 2008 to emphasize a more professional and scientific approach with emphasis on helping private citizens with paranormal activity.”
SPIRIT:
Spirit Paranormal Investigations, Research, & Integrative Team

**Location:** Dallas, Texas

**Founded:** 2013

**Email:** investigators@spiritresearchteam.org

**Website:** http://www.spiritresearchteam.org/

**In their words:** “Spirit Paranormal Investigations, Research, and Integrative Team is a paranormal investigation team located near Dallas that offers free paranormal investigations to families, individuals, and businesses.

In addition to our free investigation service, we offer readings through our talented, double-blind tested, medium for individuals and groups. See our 'Services' page [on our website] for more details.

Ultimately, we are working to advance the field of paranormal research and parapsychology by documenting evidence through scientific methodology. We want to erase the taboo that paranormal activity is something to be feared, but instead, should be embraced, and that there is life after the physical body has passed.
We are currently working to expand services to include online courses and local workshops for those new to paranormal investigation, as well as seasoned investigators. We are also developing local ghost walks for the general public. Please check out our website for updates and upcoming events, or you may contact us to be placed on our mailing list.”
TGWI: Teal Gray Worldwide Investigations

Location: Denton, Texas
Founded: 2014
Email: tgwwinvestigations@gmail.com
Website: http://tealgrayworldwide.wordpress.com

In their words: “Teal Gray Worldwide Investigations is an eclectic group of paranormal investigators. Our members vary widely in academic background and spiritual belief.

On the skeptical end, we have a professional historian and a science teacher. On the woo-woo end, we have team members with psychic abilities who believe in fairies! This diversity gives our paranormal research team a truly open-minded approach to each investigation. We freely admit when seemingly strange occurrences have mundane explanations, just as the skeptics on our team grudgingly admit when we encounter things beyond rational explanation.

Also, as the name implies, Teal Gray Worldwide Investigations is not limited to north Texas. We investigate historic, haunted, and mysterious locations across the globe.”
TPI:
Texas Paranormal Investigations

Location: Dallas, Texas
Founded: 1998
Email: Lara Basham: Lara@TxGhostHunters.com & Jeromy Jones: Jeromy@TxGhostHunters.com
Website: http://www.texasparanormalinvestigations.com/

Website excerpt: “Texas Paranormal Investigations (TPI) is a Free Paranormal Investigation Group for the entire State of Texas, Dedicated to Finding Answers for their Clients. They are here to ease the Curiosity or Fear one has with the Paranormal. TPI can help answer questions by showing what their equipment has captured; not by scaring a client into thinking they have a Ghost for a Profit.

They never charge for an Investigation as it helps their group with the Documentation of all things Paranormal. They do this with Custom Built Equipment that cannot be store bought, specifically tailored for a Paranormal Investigation.”
TexPart Paranormal LLC

**Location:** McKinney, Texas

**Founded:** 2005

**Email:** Use contact form on website.

**Website:** http://www.texpartparanormal.com/

**In their words:** “Texpart is a north Texas paranormal research team created to help others find answers to paranormal activity.

Our goal is to think outside normal schools of thought by combining critical thinking with creative thought and by merging problem solving techniques with more unconventional spiritual techniques in order to find answers, make informed conclusions and analysis of paranormal activity.

We investigate to find reasonable and logical explanations for any activity that is thought to be paranormal in nature before making conclusions.

Texas Paranormal Advanced Research Team (Texpart) is a professional, experienced paranormal research organization dedicated to investigating phenomenon that is out of the ordinary or unexplained. Texpart has been working in Texas since 2005 and worked in Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Arkansas before that date. Texpart's founder has been
working in the paranormal field since the mid-1990's and brings extensive training from many well experienced leaders in the field.

If you think that you are experiencing paranormal activity, Texpart can help!”
TRIPP:
Texoma Researchers Investigating Paranormal Phenomena

Location: Wichita Falls, Texas
Email: Use contact form on website.
Website: http://www.tripp-online.com/

In their words: “Texoma Researchers Investigating Paranormal Phenomena is a group of individuals interested in helping people find an explanation for the activity they are having that they suspect may be paranormal. Through research and data analysis, we work to determine if the activity is caused naturally or may be considered paranormal.

Our aim is to help you to understand what may be happening and to obtain a better understanding about the paranormal if it is indeed determined that paranormal activity is going on and what is available to you for help.

Our team is based in Wichita Falls, Texas. Our paranormal research team has, and will, investigate a client’s home, business, or area they feel may have activity. We also investigate places of historical interest.”
Our investigations are usually done on weekends being that all our members are working people, but we can make arrangements for other times and are willing to do so to fit the client’s needs.

If you feel that you have mysterious activity happening that you just cannot explain, fill out our contact form and we will get back to you soon.

Our services are free of charge.”
PINTX:
Paranormal Investigations of North Texas

Location: Denton, Texas
Founded: 2008
Email: kendallw@pintexas.org
Website: http://www.pintexas.org/

In their words: “You are not alone. Millions of people from around the world have personal claims of experiences involving the paranormal. According to numerous polls, nearly 3 out of 4 Americans believe in the paranormal to some degree. Most countries have large percentages of their populations that also believe in some form of the paranormal.

Paranormal Investigations of North Texas (PINTX) is comprised of members that have had an experience or believe that it is possible. This, combined with healthy skepticism, makes our team successful when working on each case. Pintexas was established in 2008 with a foundation in ethical investigating, client first mentality and unification within the paranormal field. We are not trying to be the first, we are striving to be the best.
If you have had an experience that you do not understand or perhaps one that is frightening to you, please feel free to contact us. Pintexas keeps our clients anonymity at the forefront of every investigation. We hold our team members to a code of conduct and ethical standards that is put to a signed contractual agreement prior to membership with Pintexas. We work each case striving to uncover the truth behind the experience, whether that means finding a natural explanation or validating through evidence obtained during our investigations.

Pintexas understands that your experiences are very personal. We are not here to judge or discount you but to help you understand what it is that you are experiencing. We investigate businesses as well as residences and we are located in Denton, TX.”
Paranormal Source

Location: Dallas, Texas
Founded: 2008
Email: info@paranormalsource.com
Website: http://www.paranormalsource.com/

In their words: “Welcome to The Paranormal Source, Inc. We are a non-profit paranormal research and education corporation, dedicated to providing reliable and factual information on all types of unexplained phenomena through scientific investigation, evidence collection, and review. Whether you are an investigator yourself, or someone in need of assistance with a paranormal issue, we are here to provide you with whatever information you may need.

In January of 2008, April Slaughter founded The Paranormal Source, Inc. a non-profit research and education corporation based in the Dallas area. The Paranormal Source has created a unique network of experts consisting of some of the most well-respected names in the paranormal field to serve on their Advisory Board of Directors, including such notables as Rosemary Ellen Guiley, John Zaffis, and Loren Coleman. As the Executive Director, April manages the investigative team, marketing for the corporation, and is also often asked to speak at various paranormal functions.”
PART TWO –
North Texas Haunted History Tours
Dallas:
Ghost Tours of Dallas

Website: http://www.dallashaunt.com/gtd/home.html

In their words: “Join us as we embark on a 90-minute guided tour of downtown Dallas' infamous West End Historic District. Learn of the many chilling legends, myths, and ghastly deeds that lie beneath the compelling twists and turns of the District's dark history.

This acclaimed walking tour is the only tour that gives you access to enter and explore one of Dallas' oldest and most haunted buildings.”
Denton:
Ghosts of Denton Haunted History Tour

Website: http://www.ghostsofdenton.com/

In their words: “The city of Denton, and the county surrounding it, has fascinating history. It also has more than its fair share of ghostly stories. The town of Denton had 14 major fires on the square during the period between 1860 and 1895. During those fires, early records of the county were lost and perhaps that is why the spirits linger ... they just want someone to remember. Maybe, or it could be that they just like the night life in Denton!

Shelly Tucker, a professional storyteller for 27 years, has dedicated herself to unearthing these tales to share them with you in an entertaining evening of spine-tingling storytelling. Formerly of Denton Haunts, Shelly created her own venue to be able to give you the best entertainment experience she can offer. She has gained a following of fans who have joined her more than once to hear the tales ...
especially because she is constantly adding new stories and never has time to tell them all in one night!

The walking tour is approximately 90 minutes, and most of it revolves around the square, although on some nights there are a few stops that are about two blocks away. Tour participants should wear comfortable shoes and weather appropriate clothing. In summer, it's a good idea to bring a bottle of water (or grab an iced coffee at Jupiter House Coffee, where the tour meets!) to stay hydrated.”
Fort Worth:
Fort Worth Ghost Tours

Website: http://www.fortworthghosts.com/

In their words: "The Original Fort Worth Stockyards Ghost Tour As seen on "Good Morning Texas" and "NBC5" news.

This is a haunting tour of Fort Worth, Texas, also known as "Cowtown" or "Panther City", Noted for its outstanding scandalous, murderous and strange behavior by a few of their illustrious and nefarious citizens.

The word ghost can mean an apparition seen in one's imagination of a disembodied spirit or soul of a deceased person. Ghosts are often depicted as inhabiting haunted houses, public buildings, even the streets of a city.

This a tour for the curious, the ordinary folk and the skeptics who will visit the streets of Fort Worth and possibility make them a real believer in ghosts.
There are many areas thought to be haunted in Fort Worth that might reveal paranormal activity of ghosts and spirits that roam the streets at night hours.

The tour is led by a Certified Parapsychologist with over 20 years of investigating the paranormal. Most of the buildings in the Stockyards have been investigated by Paula personally."
Fort Worth:  

Fort Worth Stockyards Ghost Tour  

Website: http://stockyardsghosttour.com/  

In their words: The Paranormal Activity in the Historic Fort Worth Stockyards is one of the most active and written about in the United States.

Our Ghost Tour takes you on a 90 minute walking tour through the Fort Worth Stockyards, where we will share stories of paranormal activity, as well as detailed history of the Stockyards. Bordello’s, the shoot outs, the hangings and much more!

We discovered that Cowtown Winery (home of the Stockyards Ghost Tour) is, in fact haunted, and you will learn of some of the paranormal activities we have witnessed. Some of the stops along your tour will include The Cadillac Hotel, Miss Molly’s B & B (as seen on the Discovery Channel), The Stockyards Hotel and many more.

Join us for a memorable, fun and entertaining tour!
Fort Worth:
Spirit Expeditions

Website: http://spiritexpeditions.weebly.com/fort-worth.html

In their words: “Join us on a 2 hour guided, walking Haunted History Tour of the Fort Worth Stockyards. Meet at Billy Bob's, then hear spooky tales of Miss Molly's Hotel, Stockyards Hotel, where we go inside! Local urban legends, serial killers, and more included in this tour!

We are NOT the average ghost tour! A stop and ghost hunt at 2 locations, using our equipment, is included in your ticket price!”
Granbury:  
Granbury Ghosts & Legends Tour  

Website: http://www.granburytours.com/

In their words: “Granbury is among one of Texas' most historic cities. Whether you have lived here all your life, or you are visiting us only for a weekend, we aim to provide you with a great experience while learning the history, legends, and folklore that surround you.

Spend a spooky evening with the ghost stories and legends of historic Granbury, TX! Meet the Lady in Red, the Faceless Girl, and Indian Joe. Maybe even... John Wilkes Booth? Your tour guides dressed in Civil War period attire will tell you these stories and more as they take you around Granbury's Historic Square.”
Lewisville:
Gateway Ghost Tours

Website: http://gatewayghosttours.wordpress.com/

In their words: “2 hour walking tour of Old Town Historic Lewisville. This is a hands on experience for all Ghost Enthusiast & History Buffs.

Instruction is given on how to use the Ghost Meters as well as the old fashion way to intuit the Paranormal with Dowsing Rods & Pendulums.

You are also given a mini crash course in Psychic Development on how to understand and experience the ghostly energies in this area. Tour is led by professional Psychic Medium Cindy Ross & Paranormal (EVP) Specialist Heidi Barr.”
McKinney:
Legends of McKinney Ghost Walk

Website:
http://www.chestnutsquare.org/programs/mckinney-ghost-tour.asp

**In their words:** “This is a self-guided, self-paced Ghost Walk throughout Chestnut Square Historic Village and the downtown McKinney Square. Ticket booklets provide maps of the sites and storytellers at each site share the legends!

Once you have your ticket booklet you can map out your route with stops in between for fun and food! The night of the event, ticket booklets and wrist bands are available at Chestnut Square Historic Village and the McKinney Performing Arts Center.”
Mineral Wells:

Baker Hotel Ghost Walk

Website:
https://www.facebook.com/TheBakerHotelGhostWalk

In their words: “A ghost walk is a paranormal walk of a particular area. This is a truly haunted tour!”

Author’s note: I’ve taken this tour and it’s a lot of fun. The Baker Hotel has a fascinating history. But don’t just take my word for it. Check out the Facebook link above to read reviews from others who have taken this tour.
Please check out my other books

Since you downloaded the *North Texas Paranormal Resource Guide*, I assume you are interested in true ghost stories. If you don’t already have a copy, please consider buying a copy of *Paranormal Texas*. ([Click here to visit my Amazon author page.](#))

![Paranormal Texas](image)

*Paranormal Texas* is a travel guide to haunted places in north Texas.

Here is the official back cover blurb:

**Why creep around at night when so many haunted places in north Texas are open to the public & active during the day?**

**Why simply read ghost stories when you can visit these sites in person?**

Not only does Tui Snider explain the intriguing stories behind the paranormal activity in the Dallas - Fort Worth
area, but she gives directions to places you can visit in person, such as the:

* Serial killer's grave where EVP's are common  
* Amusement park with a haunted candy store  
* Country graveyard with a glowing tombstone  
* Haunted hotel where a university teaches ghost hunting  
* Elevator that opens by itself when pretty women walk by  
* Historic cemetery where people get orbs in broad daylight  
* Ghost town with an operatic apparition  
* B&B with a ghost who is protective of women  
* Theater that kept its ghost in mind when remodeling  
* Historic town squares where every shop has a ghost  
* B&B with a ghost who seems protective of women
You might also enjoy reading *Unexpected Texas*, my best selling travel guide to offbeat and overlooked history, day trips, and fun things to see and do in north Texas.

Here's the official blurb for *Unexpected Texas*:

**You can't make this stuff up. Actually you can...**
**But here in Texas, you don't have to!**

Not only does Tui Snider explain the stories behind these offbeat & overlooked sites, but she also gives directions to a bunch of quirky Texas places, including the:

* Gravesite of an Alleged Space Alien
* Courthouse Displaying a Dead Lizard
* Statue of Jesus Wearing Cowboy Boots
* Rope used to Lynch "Santa Claus"
* Building Made Entirely of Salt
* Wax Replica of Da Vinci’s Last Supper
* 65 foot tall Eiffel Tower Replica
* Petrified Wood Motel & Cafe
* World's Smallest Skyscraper
* Only Michelangelo Painting in America
... and much more!

**Presentations & speaking events**

I enjoy giving presentations and am available to speak at book fairs, conferences, libraries, paracons, expos, bookstores – you name it! If you know of an upcoming event that needs presenters, drop me a line. Even if you don’t, I hope you’ll tell your local library and bookstore about me. (Who knows, maybe they’re haunted!)

**Let’s stay in touch!**

And lastly, I truly enjoy hearing from readers. Have you been to any of the places described in *Paranormal Texas, Unexpected Texas*, or the *North Texas Paranormal Resource Guide*? Do you know any haunted or unusual places I should research for future projects? Would you just like to say hi?

If you would like to get in touch, drop by TuiSnider.com or give me a howdy on social media. I'm especially active on [Twitter](https://twitter.com), [Facebook](https://facebook.com), and [Instagram](https://instagram.com). If all else fails, send an email to TuiSnider@gmail.com.